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Rutherglen Place Plan Update

Project:   Rutherglen Place Plan
Date:    December 01, 2021

Public Realm Lab, Urban Enterprise and Habitat are currently well into the situational analysis phase of the Place Plan. 
Activities to have included the project inception meeting where the team met the fantastic steering committee. 

Some of the things we heard included:
• “There is currently greater optimism in Rutherglen”
• “It would be great to establish Rutherglen as a place of nurturing and the Place Plan can can be used to help contribute 

to a better place”
• “Rutherglen is an attractive community with terrific school and community groups”

Data gathered has been filtered through the 4 themes of the place plan

Sustainable 
Development

• Data from UE has established that there may be a mismatch between current housing 
stock and the housing needs of the population

• Data from UE has also recognised there is a significant share of local residents also work 
in the Rutherglen region, highlighting the importance of the local employment market for 
residents.

• We heard from the Steering committee that there is not enough accommodation to rent 
for overnight stays (ie. for visitors) or that is outside the wineries

Town Centre 
Considerations

• The data that recognises there is a significant share of local residents also work in the 
Rutherglen region could also infer  that the town centre has high local use

• We heard from the Steering committee that there are currently some exciting projects in 
the pipeline for town centre development including; 
- Grape vine planting along the main street 
- Development of the Silos precinct into an arts district 
- Shaded bike trails

• We heard that there is potential to better capture community spaces in the area, ie. the 
positioning of the library, the development of a community hub, more shading in town

• We heard that with direction, there is an opportunity to utilise the vacant and underused 
buildings in Rutherglen



Tourism 
Opportunities

• Data from UE has found Rutherglen has experienced moderate visitation growth over the 
past 10 years, driven primarily by an increase in daytrip visitors

• Data also shows Rutherglen receives a high share of older couples and young/midlife 
(with no kids) daytrip visitors, while there is a very low share of young single daytrip 
visitors to the region. The daytrip visitors are overwhelmingly from either regional Victoria 
or regional NSW, with only 10% of visitors coming from Melbourne.

• We heard from the steering committee that it would be great to have large events in 
Rutherglen that aren’t centred around alcohol and were centred around the Rutherglen 
community

• We also heard that there is great potential in connecting the product of Rutherglen to 
place and people 

Social Capital • Data from UE found that the Rutherglen region has a relatively old age profile, particularly 
when compared to Regional Victoria. There appears to be a large proportion of younger 
residents leaving the region after finishing secondary school, while there are a high 
proportion of residents aged 40 and over

• We heard for the Steering committee that it would be great to have a space that was for 
young people, and that it would be great to retain some of this population 

• We heard that some of the “big ideas and blue sky thinking” would include greater 
considerations around accessibility (including disabled access and aged care), diversity 
(including race gender and culture) and Indigenous matters in Rutherglen (including 
reconciliation action plan)

Public Realm Lab has started to develop a strategic framework for the Place Plan, to be tested at upcoming stakeholder and 
community engagement sessions. The framework is underpinned by the livable cities model and considers critical elements 
for Urban Amenity within Rutherglen. The four themes of the Place Plan are embedded within the model.
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